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Across the Ocean on the NC-4

The Personal Narrative of the Wireless Operator on the Naval Seaplane

Which First Spanned the Atlantic in an Hist, rical Air Flight

By Ensign Herbert C. Rodd

PART III

(Continued from September Wireless Age.)

 

On the terrace of the House of Commons after the luncheon given to the

American aviators by the Prince of Wales. The author Is In the left

center of the picture with fingers locked. Among the notables to be seen

are: the Prince of Wales, Lord Reading, Admiral Wemyss, General

Seeley and Winston Churchill

'pHE villagers of

Horta, mostly Por

tuguese peasants,

showered flowers and

souvenirs upon the

crew of the NC-4 when

we came ashore; our

reception lost nothing

in enthusiasm from

the fact that ours was

the first airship they

had ever seen.

But the call of nor

mal things prevailed,

and after an appetiz

ing meal served in the

captain's cabin aboard

the Columbia, we in

dulged ourselves with

about two hours '

sleep, to counteract

the effects of about

thirty-four hours' con

stant activity from the

time we had reached

Trepassey. Later, we paid a visit to the village and,

as special guests, saw the only "movie" in town.

"When we entered our box the orchestra greeted us

with "The Star Spangled Banner," and I nearly made

a bad bull. Deafness, caused by the constant roar of

motors for sixteen hours and signals received through

a six-step amplifier, prevented me from recognizing it

and I nearly sat down. Then, too, none of the NC-4

crew recognized the Portuguese national air played

immediately afterward and the officers of the Columbia

had to signal us to rise. After that we jumped when

ever the fiddler made a move, during a reception which

continued until nearly 2 o'clock the next morning.

Although our craft was ready to leave for Ponta

Delgada the next day we waited to get word from

our Division Commander aboard the NC-3. This was

necessary, since the three NC boats had been com

missioned regular ships of the Navy before the start

at Rockaway.

On Sunday morning the crew of the NC-1 was

brought in by the steamer, Ionia. Standing on the

unsteady deck of the Columbia we watched this Greek

tramp put in, land the men she had rescued, and then

proceed on her way to Gibraltar. She seemed to toss

aboiit like a cork in the heavy seas and made us

realize what the NC-1 crew had gone through while

battling the storm,

with their plane going

to pieces. The men,

glad to be alive, were

keenly disappointed

over the loss of their

plane and the termina

tion of their cherished

hope of completing the

trans-Atlantic flight.

The welfare of the

remaining plane, the

NC-3, gave us deep

concern at this time

and we wondered if

she could weather the

seas that were run

ning. Even the de

stroyers were having

a rough time of it in

their search for her.

As the hours slipped

by, so did our trust

that she would live

through it. When Mon

day morning came, and still no news, we concluded

that our brother naval adventurers were lost.

That evening, however, we- were -overjoyed by a

report that the NC-3 had arrived at Ponta Delgada

under her own power with the entire crew safe. The

dispatch did not state that she was damaged so we

expected that the NC-3 and the NC-4 would continue

the trans-Atlantic flight together. News that Hawker

and Grieve had started from Newfoundland in the

Sopwith plane also reached us.

On Tuesday morning, May 20, we made ready to

leave Horta for Ponta Delgada. There was nothing

to do to the wireless apparatus except to charge the

storage battery. The high voltage batteries read 69

volts, the same as at Rockaway. The spark transmitter

was in fine condition though the sparking disc and

stationary electrode insulator were slightly coated

with oxide. This was removed with an oily cloth.

All morning we waited to make the hop. Finally,

after five rain squalls had blown over we got started.

It was 12:35 o'clock when the NC-4 jumped from the

water 20 seconds after the motors were given full

throttle. "We shipped a little water in the take-off

and that caused a leak in the skid-fin antenna insulator,

so I could not send until we were high enough to use

the trailing antenna. At 1,300 feet I sent a broadcast

 

Leaving Horta, after five rain squalls had

blown over

Mt. Pico—Taken from the plane as

storm clouds rolled away

the Ir the harbor at Lisbon where the Order

of Tower and Sword was conferred on the

crew
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Plying high we watched Mt. Pico, the crest of which

is 7,000 feet above the sea, and, as though especially

for our benefit, the surrounding clouds lifted and we

gaw for the first time the snow-capped peaks glisten

ing in the sunlight.

A half-hour after the start destroyer No. 24 in

formed us that she was making heavy black smoke

and the Columbia wirelessed that weather conditions

were improving along our route. Communication with

the Melville at Ponta Delgada was also established a

little later and at 1 :22 we passed beyond the smoke

screen created by destroyer No. 24. A radio compass

bearing on destroyer No. 25, fifty miles distant, showed

351 degrees at this time.

Lieutenant Brccse created a diversion on the leg to

destroyer No. 25 by getting out his shaving kit and

shaving himself. The water that he used was badly

discolored and I assumed it was hot coffee from a

Thermos bottle, and so informed several of the de-

 

Walting for high-tide at FIgueira. Portugal, where we were forced

to land for repairs and got stuck on a sand bar

stroyers that were communicating with me. It devel

oped later that the murky mess was hot radiator water.

When we had been in the air one hour the operator

aboard the destroyer Wilkes, which held station No. 4

on the Lisbon leg, informed me that our signals had

been fine ever since we left Horta. We passed over

station No. 25 soon after this and the station ship Mel

ville at Ponta Delgada came in to inquire what time

we expected to arrive. "About 2:20," said our navi

gator. We were off the harbor at 2 :20 and landed at

2:24. As we nosed down, steam could be seen issuing

from the whistles of the ships in the harbor, but we

could not hear the din until we had landed. It sounded

like the celebration of Armistice Day back in the

States.

Commander Towers came out in a small boat to greet

us and then we learned, for the first time, that the

NC-3 was damaged to such an extent that she could

not continue the flight. The power plant of the NC-3

was as good as ever. The four Liberty motors operated

without any trouble despite the abuse that they had

undergone, but the lower wings of the plane had been

battered to pieces by the heavy seas when the NC-3

was compelled to descend on account of the fog, and

this prevented a continuation of the flight. We learned

that these same heavy seas had prevented the plane

from risms again and forced them to resort to taxying

until thev reached Ponta Delgada. It had been no

failure of personnel or material, for everything had

proceeded according to plan until the fog was encoun

tered. The NC-3 crew looked very haggard and worn,

as well' they might after their harrowing experience,

and wo felt a very genuine regret that their misfortune

had put them out of the Winning.

Nearly endless greetings and equally endless photo

graphings awaited us ashore. Admiral Jackson finally

tame to our rescue and secluded us in his home. We

had a week of rain and windy weather at Ponta Del

gada but the time passed by rapidly, for the surround

ing country was of the greatest interest and there were

many receptions and festivities to attend. One very

large reception was held at the Governor's Palace,

where we met the Mayor, the military authorities and

the leading citizens. So generously were the attentions

and souvenirs showered upon us that we left there

with feelings of awe.

We made a trip of inspection to the plane each

morning. Since we were not quartered aboard the

station ship Melville I could not supervise the recharg

ing of the batteries for the wireless set, so I sent a

message from shore to have it done. When at 5 o'clock

the next morning we went aboard the plane I found

a new battery which showed a specific gravity of only

1100. A boat was immediately despatched for a new

battery which read 1250. Later on I was able to get

the old battery back. It registered 1290!

The shelter of the harbor being none too good, we

feared some damage to the plane might be caused by a

slight change of weather conditions and this gave us

so much concern that we had almost decided to attempt

to leap the sea wall in order to take off in smooth water

in the harbor beyond, when at last a favorable day

arrived and we got away in spite of very rough water.

The start had. been planned for 6 A. M. but because of

dirt in the gasoline and carburetor we were delayed

about four hours. But as we rose in the air I felt that

our troubles were over and the impatience of the past

week disappeared.

It was 10:17, Greenwich Mean Time, May 27, when

we left Ponta Delgada, on the leg to Lisbon, 786 miles

nway. The favoring wind was about 23 knots and

visibility was good with clouds covering the moun

tains. Immediately after the start, I inadvertently

caused what might have proved a catastrophe to the

wireless set, when I made the mistake of plugging in

the six-step amplifier tubes on 12 volts and burned them

for about a half-hour before discovering it. I felt sure

that I had injured them, but upon plugging in 6 volts

■—the correct voltage—destroyers five stations away

were heard loudly. It was evident that the tubes

were in good working *order so I dispatched some

traffic to the destroyer Wilkes for relay to the Mel

ville. A half-hour afterward 1 sent a message to

Admiral .Jackson at Ponta Delgada thanking him for

his hospitality and stating that we seemed to be on

our way. During the next three minutes I requested

weather reports and received replies that favorable

weather conditions existed along our entire route.

Wishes for good luck were extended to us, too, as we

passed over No. 1 destroyer on the Lisbon leg. Within

the next quarter-hour we passed No. 2 destroyer 10

miles to the southward, sending her a message to that

effect, as those on board the vessel did not see us. At

this time Destroyer Gamble, No. 6, seemed exception

ally loud for the 200-mile distance between us; de

stroyer No. 7, 250 miles distant, also called us and

rdvised us that our signals were strong.

We missed station No. 3, the wireless equipment of

which did not seem to radiate well on 1,500 meters,

so I requested several compass signals from No. 4.

At 12:20 he was bearing slightly to the left, ten min

utes later he was 20 degrees to the left, and at 12:35,

45 degrees to the left. Commander Read could not

fieure out what the trouble was, but. headed back to

our course M'ith the aid of the radio compass, and

we passed over Destroyer No. 4 at 12 :50, much to the

relief of the pilots and the rest of the crew. Later
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our Navigator discovered that the gimbal rings of our

magnetic compass had jumped out of the pivots, prob

ably at the time of our take-off at Ponta Delgada

when we bounced on top of several waves. With this

trouble rectified the compass functioned properly for

the rest of the trip.

At the rate we were flying it appears that radio

compass signals were audible at 50 miles, which was

the best distance spanned during the trip.

About this time I told Chief Wiseman on the de

stroyer Wilkes about having worked Cape Race 650

miles. He replied if Cape Race could do it, he "could

also do it, so we arranged to see how far we could

work each other. Since the optimum wave of de

stroyers is 756 meters, we agreed to use that wave

when the 1,500 meter signals became weak. At this

time we were flying, at an altitude of 1,000 feet and

our speed, aided by a westerly wind, was about 88

knots.

At 1 :10 Destroyer No. 7 advised that he had heard

us when we left Ponta Delgada—a distance of 350

miles. A bearing on No. 6 about this time showed 15

degrees to the left and we passed her at 2 :05. De

stroyer No. 11 was coming in loud at 300 miles on

the run to No. 7, whose radio compass was weak,

though we got a bearing from her. It showed 8 degrees

to the right, and we passed her at 2 :40.

Requests for weather reports were sent to No. 8 and

No. 9, to which they replied promptly and at 3 o'clock

I exchanged messages between our captain and Cap

tain Simpson of the destroyer Robinson. We passed

destroyer No. 8 a little later and I worked No. 4 to

test her signals in compliance with Chief Wiseman's

wishes.

At 3 :30 a weather report was secured from No. 11

in 5 minutes; this time was approximated 15 minutes

later when No. 12 replied to a request for a report

in 7 minutes. Shortly afterward, 4:18 to be exact, we

passed destroyer No. 9. She had been moved 17 miles

to the eastward and No. 11 had taken a position 17

miles to the westward of the scheduled points, because

destroyer No. 10 was missing, for some unknown

reason. At 4 :46 I got a weather report from No. 14

and I also worked No. 4 again, both stating that my

signals were loud. I called the station ship Shawmut

at Lisbon at 5 o'clock, but she did not answer.

Destroyer No. 11 had been audible for 25 minutes on

the radio compass, a distance of 40 miles, when we

passed her at 5 :05. About 15 minutes later I carried

out another test with No. 4. She stated she had left

her station for Ponta Delgada at 2 o'clock. Her signals

were good on 756 meters, but quite weak on 1,500

meters. The Rochester at Lisbon was the next ship to

call me with a message from Admiral Plunkett, which

read: "Fine work. Come along. " Immediately after

ward I managed to fret a reply from the Shawmut at

Lisbon and we exchanged messages. At 6 :05 we

passed Destroyer No. 12.

The test with Wiseman on the Destroyer Wilkes,

No. 4, having lapsed for a time, I worked him again.

He said he was onlv usinsr .4 kw. and that they ex

pected to reach Ponta Delsrada about 10 P. M. This

indicated that the Wilkes was approximately at station

No. 2, making the distance covered by our signals

around 520 miles. I promised to call him at 6:30, but

beinsr busv with the Rochester for about a half-hour I

forgot about the Wilkes and later when I called at

6 :47 I heard no reply. I have since learned that Lieut.

SanVnwater, usinsr a 950 receiver aboard the Columbia

in Horta, copied my messages all the way to Lisbon,

and that the chief on Destroyer No. 23, stationed near

the Azores, copied us from Trepassey on the Trepassey-

Azores leg and also on this leg, Bar Harbor station

turned in messages copied from the NC-4 at a distance

of 1,400 miles.

The flight thus far exceeded our expectations and

now a message came in from the Rochester inquiring

as to the time we expected to arrive, to which our

navigator answered: "Expect to arrive about 8

o'clock. Please have search-light on water trained into

the wind. Shall I land to north or south of Shawmut?"

We had passed No. 13 at 6 :35 and because No. 14 was

bearing to the left about 32 degrees we passed her

to the right at about 7 :16, shortly afterward sighting

the rocky coast of Portugal. Many Portuguese stations

were heard, as we approached the coast. Cadiz (EBY)

near Gibraltar, especially was very loud and clear.

We approached the Tagus River just as the sun was

getting low, and after circling a bit we landed astern

 

Just after lar.dlr.g at Ply—ou re crew at the finish of

the epochal flight

of the station ship Shawmut at Lisbon. The time was

8 :01 P. M. While landing, I communicated with the

Rochester and the Shawmut on the skid-fin antenna

without any difficulty. The time for the trip was

9 hours and 42 minutes and the average speed was a

little more than 81 knots.

We were taken from the NC-4 immediately and put

aboard the Rochester, the -flagship of the destroyer

force, where we were received by Admiral Plunkett,

lis officers and men, as well as the American Minister

and officials of the Portuguese Government. The Order

of the Tower and Sword was conferred upon us on

this occasion and we had to pose for "movies" that

were taken by searchlight.

At length we were allowed to remove our warm

living clothes and permitted to sit down to a meal.

Having taken practically no food since 4 o'clock that

morning this part of the reception appealed to us

immensely. The crew, a little tired, but in excellent

condition, were interested in all the festivities and

some went ashore to see the town that night for fear

that it would be the only chance, as the NC-4 was in

perfect running order and might start the next day.

We found Lisbon to be a good-sized city, with many

buildings constructed of red and white tile located

on an expansive hillside that inspired one with its

beauty. If this were not strictly a radio story I might

relate many amusing incidents that occurred during

our stay. However, it was all very enjoyable and

interesting.

No repairs were necessary at Lisbon and on May 30

at 5 :29 in the morning we departed. After circling

over the harbor we cleared the mainland at 5 :55, at
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which time I let out the trailing antenna. The Shaw-

mut was busy broadcasting until 6 :12 when we sent

the following message to her: "For American Min

ister. Request you express to all heartfelt appreciation

of Commanding Officer and crew of NC-4 for wonderful

welcome (signed) Read."

The destroyers Connor, Rathburne, Woolsey, Yar-

nell and Tarbell were stationed between Lisbon and

Cape Finisterre, using the call letters A, B, C, D and E

respectively.

At 6:25, CTV (Monsanto, Portugal) sent this broad

cast: "Trans-Atlantic seaplane Might now in progress.

Ships are requested to restrict use of radio apparatus

to avoid interference with seaplanes." This message

did not have the desired effect, for Spanish and Portu

guese ships interfered considerably with "QRU?"

signals.

 

NC-4 at Plymouth, showirg af-'r cock-pit contiining radio

equipment. Rodd is hoisting tne colors

Weather reports were secured from A, B and C with

difficulty and I despatched a message to the Shawmut

to request destroyers to listen on 423 meters. Station

A was passed at 6 :33. Then I was told that a water

leak had been discovered in the port motor and it

seemed necessary to land for repairs. Shortly after

ward I sent B the following: "We may have to land.

Stick close on 425 meters for my buzzer modulated set

if I send the word 'landing.' " ' At 7:12 I sent: "We

have gas leak on port motor and may land soon."

B acknowledged promptly. At 7:15 I reeled in the

trailing wire and sent: "Landing, landing, sending

on emergency antenna." The NC-4 was headed for the

shore near Figueira, Portugal, to find smooth water

for the landing, which was made in the Mondego River.

The repairs were quickly made, but in the mean

time the tide fell rapidly and small islands appeared

here and there, making it unsafe to "take off" until

the tide was high again. We went aground on a

sand-bar and I called B with the battery set. Hearing

no reply I shifted to 756 meters and copied the fol

lowing, although I missed the call letters: "NC-4

passed station A, but Rathburne (B) has not sighted

yet. Sea smooth."

There was nothing to do but wait. Lieut. Stone and

Chief Rhoades slept peacefully in the sun on the hull

of the plane, while the rest went ashore.

The Shawmut on 756 meters at 8:30 sent the fol

lowing: "To NC-4. What is your situation? Where

are you? Answer via destroyers. Shawmut." Then

the following: "Destroyers please listen on 425 meters

for message from NC-4." I then called B, but found

sighted. Am searching to southward of position. Sea

smooth, visibility very good." I called B again at the

first opening only to hear a destroyer on 756 meter*

reply: "Proceeding to assistance of NC-4." This

reminded me of Chatham when destroyers worked on

high wave-lengths and did not listen on 425 meters.

The signals were so loud that Commander Read, sitting

on a bank 100 feet away, heard them. Ensign Dowd,

an aircraft radio officer, divining our situation, sent

the following from the Shawmut: "Destroyers please

listen on 425 meters for message from NC-4." De

stroyer C acknowledged this message, but instead of

heeding it called ISW (general call) about two minutes

and then sent the Shawmut 's message repeating each

word and sending very slowly. His intentions were

good, but we might have sunk several times during the

five minutes he took to do this.

When C finally finished, B called me and asked:

"Have you landed?" I answered quickly giving our

position, but when I listened A and C were working.

Destroyer A said, "NC-4 last seen full speed." B's

signals were audible over 100 feet away. He then-

sent the following to the Shawmut at 9:04: "NC-4

reported leak in gas tank. Would probably land. Am

searching to southward of position now. Last signals,

transmitted by NC-4 were on emergency radio set."

This showed that B had heard my message and that

the ensuing two hours' delay in rendering assistance

could have been avoided if all had been listening in

stead of sending.

Finally, when things quieted down, I called B again

on the battery set and sent: "Tn Mondego River.

Must wait high tide at 2 o'clock. Seaplane O. K. Can

not make Plymouth tonight. Request destroyers keep

station. What is best port to north to land within

300 miles? Request report situation Comfran and

Plymouth, (signed) Read." B replied that our signals

were faint but readable.

It might be noted that the skid-fin antenna was

only 70 feet long and stretched about two feet above

the top wing. Considering that the telephone set was

rat"d at 5 watts, the distance which this message trav

eled—about 25 miles—is ouite remarkable.

At 10 :30 two destroyers arrived, anchoring off the

mouth of the Mondego River, and Lieut. Commander

Geer phoned that Commander Symington was on his

way to us in a boat. When he arrived the details for

the remainder of the trip were arranged. It was de

cided to stop at Ferrol Harbor, Spain, before dark

and continue the flight to Plymouth the next day. At

2:14 the following by Commander Read was sent from

B to C, having been semaphored to the Rathburne,

anchored off the mouth of the river: "To Comfran,

Brest and Simsadus, London, from NC-4. Request de

stroyer of coast division nearest Ferrol Harbor pro

ceed there immediately anchor in position when sea

plane can secure astern and act as tender for NC-4.

Expect leave Figueira one thirty GMT and stay Ferrol

tonight leaving for Plymouth tomorrow morning at

eight weather permitting. Read." "Comfran" is the

code word for Commander of Naval Forces in France

and "Simsadus" stands for Admiral Sims.

We left, the water at Figueira at 1 :38, getting off

very easily and with a slight favoring wind and fine

weather set out for Ferrol. A few rain squalls were

dodged by hugging the coast where the air was clear

and the scenery more enjoyable. The Liberty motors

were turning over so good that the estimated time for

the trip was beaten by 15 minutes. The wireless ap

paratus was working fine, as usual, and my head

phoned were buzzing continually from the increased"

her sending this message to the Shawmut: "NC-4 not air talk.
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At 2:51 1 received the following from station E

' ' Tarbell will arrive Ferroll Bay 4 :30 P. M. ' ' Immedi

ately after that a delayed message from station D,

relayed from the Rochester, came in. It read: "Best

place north Mondego River is Ferrol, and second,

Vigo."

Passing station D at 3:10 we told the Tarbell that

we would arrive at Ferrol about 5 o'clock. Greet

ings were exchanged with Spanish stations at Oporto

and Cape Finisterre about 4 :15 and we also received

the following from station No. 1: "Harding will act

as mooring ship at Ferrol. Will anchor in inner harbor

on arrival unless you wish me to meet you outside."

The operator added that he had heard us 450 miles.

Station E sent: "Will be outside making big smoke."

As we came within range the Spanish station at Ferrol

inquired: "Hydroaeroplaniz Norte Americano," to

which I replied that we were.

At 4:45 the outskirts of Ferrol were reached and

the NC-4 began to spiral to the landing, so I reeled in

the trailing wire. The landing was made two minutes

later. People flocked by the thousands to the docks

and sea-walls to view us.

Immediate attention was required by the many small

sail boats that swarmed out; these gave us much con

cern because of the danger of tearing the fabric of

the ailerons, as they insisted on sailing underneath

them. We endeavored to wave them off, but it was

futile. At last, much to our relief, a Spanish admiral

appeared on the scene and, uttering a few excited

phrases, got them to disperse a reasonable distance.

The harbor afforded excellent shelter for the plane.

The Harding came in from sea about 15 minutes later

to act as a mooring ship, but the NC-4 required very

little attention. I did not even charge the battery,

though it had been used considerably at Figueira.

Ferrol boasts of the largest navy yard in Spain and the

friendly and courteous welcome by the naval officers

was on a scale to comport with it.

We left this Spanish port on the following morning,

May 31, at 6 :27 o'clock. The NC-4 climbed so rapidly

that I was working on the trailing wire within six min

utes and heard the Harding sending cur time of de

parture to station No. 2 for relay to Comfran, Brest,

and Admiral Plunkett at Plymouth. At 6 :37 I heard

No. 4 sending the message to the Rochester. Stations

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 replied to my requests for weather

reports, stating that visibility was very good at No. 2,

good at No. 3 and fair at No. 4. Station No. 5 (the

Biddle) came in loud on his compass schedule, but was

two minutes ahead of time, so I called him and cor

rected .his time. At this stage of the flight rain was

encountered and the weather became thick, causing

reduced visibility and requiring frequent changes of

course.

I asked No. 3 for compass signals. The reply gave a

bearing 35 degrees to the left and 17 minutes later it

was 49 degrees to the right. Thus it was apparent

that we had passed No. 3 without seeing her and that

the bearing was reciprocal. We were uncertain as to

our course so the Navigator steered from bearings

obtained by the radio compass. At 8 :30 No. 3 was 45

degrees to the right and getting fainter. No. 4 was

20 degrees to the left, changing to 40 degrees left 18

minutes later. This proved that we were too far to

the East for the bearings, or that No. 3 was a stern

bearing.

At 9:03 No. 4 said she had sighted us and we flew

over her three minutes later, somewhat to the relief of

our navigator who was having difficulty in keeping to

our course. Up to this time I had heard nothing from

Destroyer No. 6. the Stockton, stationed near

Plymouth; so I asked No. 5 about her. He had no

definite answer, but No. 4 volunteered the information

that the Stockton was at her station although pos

sibly she was not sending. The Rochester, 300 miles

away, surprised me with her signal intensity from

Plymouth. A message from her read: "Desirable

NC-4 land inside breakwater near Rochester, then taxi

to mooring in Cattewater west of Mount Batten.

British plane will probably lead you to mooring.

Aroostook boat at mooring." She also sent this

weather report: "Weather in Plymouth fine. Light

northeasterly breezes, clear overhead, but slightly hazy

around horizon. Apparently splendid flying weather.

Stockton is in position."

We missed No. 5 station entirely and No. 6 asked

 

A part of the reception In England which the author terms

"a fitting climax to the whole trip"

for the time of arrival at her station. I replied that

we had probably passed No. 5 about 10 A. M. and that

we were going to fly over Brest. An attempt to get a

time tick from the Eiffel Tower failed, because I just

missed the schedule and Nauen, sending at noon on

4,000 meters, was beyond the range of my receiver.

The George Washington at Brest called us about

10:50 and I received on the skid-fin antenna because

we were flying low. I surprised the operator by tell

ing him that I had copied his messages when leaving

Newfoundland and only convinced him that it was true

when I repeated the text. .

Brest station came in with a "Bon voyage bon jour."

Not knowing much French I had to limit my reply to :

"Merci."

When, at 11 :15, we sighted a point south of Brest

and turned off our course to get a look at the harbor,

I sent the following: "To Comfran-Brest : Greetings

from NC-4. I am sorry we cannot stop, (signed)

Read." Brest replied : "To NC-4: Congratulations on

your magnificent feats. Sorry you cannot stop and let

us entertain you. Good luck, (signed) Halstead."

Brest harbor seemed just full of American ships and

was the most typical American sight on our trip. It

seemed quite like a port of our own.

Passing over Brest we flew very low to 'secure better

visibility, and leaving France behind, ran into an in

creasing head wind and thick haze. This cleared

slightly when we reached the middle of the Channel

but not until we had sighted Plymouth, about an hour

later, were we high enough at any time to let out the

trailing wire, so communication was maintained

through the U. S. S. Hannibal at anchor in Brest

Harbor.

About 12 o'clock destroyer No. 6 sent weather re

ports, saying the sun was shining and visibility was
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seven miles. 1 told her that, flying low in fog, we

were using the small antenna; she replied that our

signals, though faint, were getting louder. A little

later No. 6 added that our signals were good and that

she was making heavy black smoke so that we could

locate her. Her bearing then was 50 degrees to the
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right and three minutes later it was 55 degrees to the

right, or reciprocal. Upon inquiring if our signals

were louder she replied: "You seem about the same."

I don't know how the Navigator felt at this time but

I doubted the correctness of our course to Plymouth

and therefore took every opportunity of locating our

position by radio. At 12 :41 No. 6 transmitted the in

formation that visibility was eight miles and our sig

nals were weaker. I replied that I thought we had

passed to the eastward of her. Then, looking out of

the hatch, I saw a merchant ship and I hoped we

could get our position through her, so I sent the Inter

national Abbreviation for "What ship is that?" and

"What is your position?" Probably the operator was

out on deck watching us, for no answer was received

on 600 meters. Destroyer No. 6, however, came in with :

"There are two sailing vessels about four miles apart,

bearing 150 degrees true, eight miles from Stockton."

But we did not see them.

Having visions of missing Plymouth I asked the navi

gator if it was possible to climb to 400 feet so that I

could call Plymouth station for compass signals on

the trailing antenna. I thought that shore station

bearings, being more accurate, would help us to find

the harbor. We began to climb, but had to come down

again because of very thick weather at 300 feet. The

Rochester at Plymouth then called and said that our

signals were getting .louder. Her signals were good,

but reception on the skid-fin antenna was not as good

as on the trailing antenna four hours before, when

we were only half way across the Bay of Biscay.

Plymouth seemed to be further away than it really

was. After being accustomed to the signal strength

obtained from the trailing antenna the decrease of

signal intensity on the skid-fin antenna was very con

fusing.

The Aroostook now came in with best wishes and

while I was listening in the NC-4 began to climb. This

permitted the use of the trailing wire again.

Land was sighted at 1 :15.

Destroyer No. 6 called and said that the visibility

was ten miles and the sky was clear, to which I replied

that we had sighted land and were all right.

We found ourselves headed directly for Plymouth

harbor. This was very good navigation on the part of

Lieut. Commander Read, for the wind had shifted sev

eral times during the flight across the Channel and

the pilots, who had frequently been ordered to change

the course, did not think that we would land exactly

at Plymouth.

We climbed to 3,500 feet and circling for position

landed inside the Cattewater at Plymouth at 1 :26, thus

ending the first trans-Atlantic flight and achieving the

hitherto impossible in human endeavor.

Two British planes sent out to meet us came in about

ten minutes after we landed, having missed us on

account of the fog. They were equipped with 1,600

meter continuous wave transmitters, but since I knew

nothing about it at the time I did not tune to receive

that wave-length.

The reception by the officials made a fitting climax

to the entire trip.

We were again taken aboard the Rochester, where

the usual motion pictures were taken, but, unlike our

experienc at Lisbon, we were promptly fed, being cau

tioned to allow for the public banquet to be given at

the Grand Hotel by the Royal Air Force. Our stay on

shore lasted eight days.

In London we were received splendidly everywhere,

one occasion which stands out being a luncheon given

by the Prince of Wales at the House of Commons.

I sat next to Commander Grieve, the companion of

Hawker in his attempted trans-Atlantic flight, and

upon inquiry learned that their Sopwith plane had

been equipped with a radio set, but the apparatus had

failed to work satisfactorily. Admiral Wemyss was

intensely interested and questioned me closely on the

NC-4's installation. He seemed to have an excellent

knowledge of radio. While in London I called at the.

Marconi House just in time to verify a communication

that General Manager Bradfield had received from the

Cape Race station concerning the distance the NC-4

had worked.

Paris and the famous Eiffel Tower then received our

attention, and shortly before we prepared to leave for

the erond old U. S. A. we were permitted to visit the

Battle-Front in France, spending much time at Chateau

Thierry and Belleau Woods. Those two places seem

verv close to Americans.

Summarizing my observations made during the

entire flight the things worthy of note are about as

follows:

The health of the crew was better at the finish than

p* the start of the flight. The performance of the

T 'berty motors, especially the motor installed at Tre-

nnssey without a test, was marvelous. Tn fact the

"bole plane was in excellent condition upon our arrival

pt Plymouth and we regretted to see her torn down for

sHnment to the United States. We preferred flying to

London and Paris instead of traveling by rail and

steamer.

The radiation on the skid-fin antenna changed

sliorhtlv during the flight across the Channel, but it was

kept to 3 amperes by adjusting the variometer from

time to time. This variation was no doubt caused by

the varying quantity of moisture in the air at different

times and at different altitudes. Radiation on the
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trailing wire averaged 3.3 amperes throughout the

flight and the transmitter, running 54 hours without

oiling, functioned perfectly. Judging by ear, the fre

quency of the generator was never quite up to 500

cycles, due no doubt to being mounted too near the

deck, which prevented the proper rush of air from

reaching it except when the center tractor engine was

running. An improvement would be to mount the gen

erator on an upper wing, out of the slip stream of the

propellers, so that in a glide with dead motors signals

could be sent. The present position of the generator

propeller is in the path of all traffic over the hull when

the plane is at rest, and in flight the propeller is apt

to be damaged by things blown against it while travel

ing at 5,000 revolutions per minute.

No adjustments or repairs of any kind were required

on the oil field-switch, sending key and antenna switch.

The 6-tube amplifier also worked perfectly. Four extra

tubes were never used and the six used were never

transposed to secure a better combination even after

12 volts had been applied to the filaments for a half-

hour by mistake. The only tendency of the amplifier

to oscillate was at slightly above 1,500 meters.

A voltmeter was carried on the flight and readings

at Plymouth showed the plate battery up to 68^ volts

after nearly 100 hours' usage—a loss of only i volt

since leaving Rockaway. The value of immersing the

cells in paraffine is very evident, for ordinary bat

teries would not have stood up through the rain and

fog encountered during the flight. The cut-down

SE-950 receiver gave no trouble. Tight coupling was

generally used because interference was seldom ex

perienced. I noticed that maximum inductance and

minimum capacity gave the sharpest tuning possible,

and also the best audibilities.

It might be stated that the amount of amplification

necessary to overcome the mechanical noise of the

engines has been reached with the 6-valve amplifier,

and although the signal audibility is increased by in

creasing the pressure of the phones no better read

ability is obtained.

The induction was much worse when using the com

pass coils than on the antenna. This, coupled with the

fact that the signal intensity without any induction

interference is much less than on an antenna, explains

why the ratio of audibility on the same destroyer was

about one to eight. Many readings were taken on the

"A" coil only, because of the great increase in induc

tion experienced when the "B" coil was thrown in.

With the single coil it is possible to read within 5 to

10 degrees using the maximum method and taking

the mean of the points when signals fade out, after

rotating the coil either way from the maximum point.

A remarkable feature was that not a trailing wire

or "fish" was lost and the tension of the skid-fin

antenna developed no sag during the trip from Rock-

away to Plymouth. All the insulators were leak proof

except the lead-in from the skid-fin antenna, which,

after having all the exposed surfaces rubber-taped at

Ponta Delgada, functioned properly when the power

transmitter was used.

Mention may be made of the desirability of having

the wireless operator located so as to secure outside

visibility with relation to the plane or else placed in

close proximity to the navigator. It is hoped that the

design of future flying boats will include this improve

ment.

The flight demonstrated the urgent necessity of de

veloping the use of the radio compass to a much higher

degree of efficiency and also made apparent the need

of an emergency set employing a broad wave in place

of the very sharp wave emitted by the continuous wave

transmitter.

The use of a telautograph is contemplated for stand

ard equipment in large seaplanes. It has the advan

tage of being both a communicating and recording

device and requires a radio helmet only for the wire

less operator instead of one for each of the entire

crew.

In conclusion, I want to thank all the destroyer

operators who stuck to the job so faithfully and gave

us such excellent service. Since our flight, nearly

every day has brought information that some ship or

station heard us at greater distances than has been

recorded in this story.

Weagant "Group Frequency" Circuit

A NOT.HER circuit devised by Mr. R. A. Weagant for

**■ the detection and amplification of continuous and

damped oscillations is shown in figure 1.

The aerial is earthed in the usual manner. Coupled

to the aerial either directly or inductively is a second

ary circuit which includes an inductance being in series

with it, a variable condenser which is connected to the

grid of a three-element valve. The plate of the valve

is connected to a local circuit, which includes a tele

phone shunted around which is a variable condenser.

In serie's with the telephone is placed a relatively large

resistance shunted by a condenser in series in an in

ductance. The resistance is connected in series with

the high potential battery, which in turn is connected

to the negative side of the filament. The filament may

or may not be connected to the earth. Connected

across "the local circuit from the plate to the filament

is a second condenser in series with an inductance.

Both the condenser and the inductance are adjustable

so that they may be varied to secure the best effects.

The last mentioned inductance is used when receiving

continuous oscillations. It is not essential for damped

wave reception except when the damped wave signals

are very weak.

The condenser and inductance in shunt to the resist

includes the telephone itself, to the group frequency of

the incoming signal so that in the event of the appa

ratus being used to receive damped oscillations the

effects produced by the groups of oscillations are very

much magnified.
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Figure 1—Circuit for detection and amplification of continuous and

damped oscillations

In using the apparatus to receive continuous oscilla

tions the inductance in the telephone circuit may be

ance permit of tuning the telephone circuit, which dispensed with.


